Offshore Pipelines & Control Lines
Market Update 2008/12
The Third Edition of the Global Perspectives Offshore
Pipelines & Control Lines Market Report, published by Infield
Energy Analysts, provides an in-depth independent analysis of the
gobal offshore pipelines and control lines sector. The reports covers the
SURF market as well as the conventional and trunk pipeline markets.
Market Overview:

Why you should buy this report:

The offshore industry has seen steady growth
since 2003, which has mainly been driven by
the growth in the subsea and floating production markets. This has resulted in an increase
in the supporting pipeline infrastructure for
these developments. Going forward Infield
Energy Analysts expect to see some growth
in the pipelines and control lines market,
however, it is expected to be a softer growth in
subsea-related pipeline installations through
to 2012, as this market begins to stabilise. A
stronger growth is expected in the trunkline
and export line installations if LNG program
set backs continue due to staffing shortages.

● It is an independent and up-to-the minute
analysis of the rapidly changing pipelines
and control lines market
● You can utilise the Infield five year forecast
for strategic decision making
● By comparing and contrasting the 2008
forecast with the forecasts for 2005 and
2007 you can identify the market drivers
and dynamics of this sector

Global Perspectives

A slight decline in the control line market is
expected, which is driven by the declines in
the power line and communication line installations. The umbilicals market is expected
to grow going forward, which implies a trend
of replacement from single control lines to
umbilcals.
Infield Energy Analysts forecasts a total of
$166 billion to be spent within the pipelines
and control lines market between 2008 and
2012. We expect that there will be 20,844 km
of control lines installed between 2008 and
2012 and for pipelines we expect to witness
work on 73,411 km lines in the period 20082012.

Report Contents

For the full global, regional and sector forecasts, analysis and commentary please see
the Global Perspectives Offshore Pipelines
& Control Lines Market Update 2008/12.

Pipelines & Control Lines
Market Update 2008/12

● Appraise region by region, country by
country, sector by sector capital expenditure and length forecasts to identity key
business areas
Who should buy this report?

Asia is expected to account for 28% of the
total pipeline installations over the forecast
period. This region continues to have growing
domestic energy needs fuelled by their rapidly
expanding economies. In Africa, 74% of activity is expected to be generated by the West
Africa region where numerous developments
are forecast in the deep and ultra-deepwaters
offshore Angola and Nigeria. Europe is forecast to be the second largest combined market (control lines & pipelines) installed, with a
21% market share. Latin America’s activities
continue to be dominated by Petrobras in Brazil, who continue to grow from their deepwater
discoveries and subsequent developments
in the Santos Basin region. It is the North
America forecast that is expected to flatten or
decline slightly in terms of new installations
going forward.

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES

The Global Perspective Market Update Reports have been purchased by senior managers, industry and financial analysts, consultants, government bodies in a wide spectrum
of companies and organisations.

● Summary & Conclusions Provides an
executive overview of the complete market
sector and a comparison of the 2005, 2007
and 2008 forecasts
● Global Market Context Looks at the supply and demand issues within the industry,
offshore market overview, comparative
analysis of the conventional and surf markets with forecast development costs of
major projects. Analysis of commodity pricing, price versus activity levels analysis,
geopolitical overview including discussions
on operator types, including NOCs
● Regional Analysis & Forecasts For each
region (Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe,
Latin America, Middle East & Caspian
and North America) analysis is provided
by country, water depth, type, material,
diameter, product and burial mode
● Sector Analysis & Forecasts Detailed
forecasts are provided by the three market
sectors; SURF, conventional and trunk
lines as well as by type, lay vessel type,
burial mode, overall flexible, rigid and CRA
sectors
● Global Forecasts Provides global forecasts by region for pipelines and control
lines, individually and combined
● Appendices Provides major projects case
studies for Nord Stream, Eastern Caribbean Gas Pipeline, Barrow Island, Trans
ASEAN and Sakhalin Export Line
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GLOBAL MARKET CONTEXT
Introduction

Throughout the series of Global Perspectives reports published by
Infield Systems Ltd. (ISL) a number of the key macro issues facing the
offshore industry are discussed. For the purpose of brevity each report
only covers some of the issues most pertinent to that sector. If further
details and commentary on macro issues facing the offshore industry
are required then please contact ISL.
2.1.1 Supply & Demand
The offshore oil and gas industry is just one sector of the wider oil and
gas industry, all of which is affected by the key components of supply
and demand, and the relationship between the two.
Currently there is continued growth in the demand for hydrocarbon
products worldwide. This has mainly been driven by strong energy
demand of developing countries, such as China and India and also by
sustained growth in the economically robust countries in Europe and
the USA.
This continued growth in demand is being seen at a time when the oil
and gas industry is witnessing significant supply constraints. These
constraints are caused through a lack of availability of key installation
assets, lack of skilled staff and a lack of manufacturing capacity. The
lack of rigs within the drilling market, partly due to the
decommissioning of older rigs from the 1970’s and also because of the
increasing trend towards deeper and more complex wells which older
rigs are less suited to drill. With less economically viable reserves
being found in shallower water regions there has been increasing
demand for deepwater capable rigs. This is reflected by the number of
new builds that are expected to enter the industry between 2007 and
2010. However, even with new rigs experts with the industry question
whether the oil and gas industry could sustain production over 85

Mbbl/d without yet further significant investment in future exploration,
regardless of the current price of oil.
Low crude stocks and the above mentioned constrained supply
infrastructure combined with the increasing demand has seen prices
rise rapidly. In the last year crude prices have doubled from $52 in
January 2007 to $110 in March 2008. There has been some indication
of demand starting to depress as a result of higher prices and there
have also been some indicators of increased output from countries
such as Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Angola.
Looking further into the future, oil demand is expected to remain strong
for at least the next 20 years especially for the transport sector where
non-hydrocarbon alternatives, such as hydrogen fuel cells are still
years away from being a commercially realistic alternative. Another
significant consideration for the long-term hydrocarbon market will be
many governments’ energy policies relating to carbon emissions,
which may see further growth in the nuclear, renewables and LNG
sectors of the energy industry.
Recently oil companies have made moves to suggest that mature
basins will continue to play an important role in the supply of oil
through use of enhanced oil recovery (EOR) in regions such as the
Gulf of Mexico and the North Sea. These solutions become more
viable as oil production moves towards deeper water and reservoirs
that are more difficult, and hence more costly to produce. EOR
requires more wells to be drilled, but some estimates predict it could
add an extra 25Mbbl/d of production by 2030.
2.1.2 Offshore Market Overview
In terms of the offshore sector of the oil and gas industry there has
been significant growth in recent years, and this is expected to
25
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Table 3-7: Pipeline Length (km) by Water Depth 2003-2007
Depth Band (m)
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007 2003 - 2007
667
453
364
355
727
<100
2,566
65
475
238
110
345
100-499
1,233
65
90
199
92
157
500-999
604
407
103
233
409
355
1000-1499
1,507
0
0
10
0
0
1500+
10
Grand Total
1,205 1,121 1,044
967 1,584
5,921

Figure 3-8: Pipeline Length (km) by Water Depth 2003-2012

Table 3-8: Pipeline Length (km) by Water Depth 2008-2012
Depth Band (m)
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012 2008 - 2012
1,120
740
752
693
354
<100
3,659
240
183
321
483
457
100-499
1,685
386
138
271
216
114
500-999
1,125
126
668
348
361
552
1000-1499
2,056
216
300
323
105
400
1500+
1,344
Grand Total
2,089 2,029 2,015 1,858 1,877
9,868
1500+
15%

1500+
14%
<100
37%
1000Ͳ1499
21%

<100
32%
1000Ͳ1499
13%

500Ͳ999
12%
500Ͳ999
100Ͳ499
11%
17%
Figure 3-9: Pipeline Length (%) by Water Depth 2008-2012

100Ͳ499
28%

Figure 3-10: Pipeline Expenditure (%) by Water Depth 2008-2012
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Pipelines

Looking at the segments of pipeline installations between 2003 and
2012, we have witnessed strong growth since 2003 within the pipelines
market. We have witnessed growth in all segments.
Overall between the two five-year periods we expect to witness an
increase of around 65% in the pipelines market globally, from 44,332
km in the period 2003-2007 to 73,411 km in the period 2008-2012.
The largest segment of new pipeline installations is forecast to be the
conventional market and is expected to account for a total 31,163 km
of pipeline in the period 2008-2012. Following this are the SURF and
Trunk/Export line sectors with 31% and 26% shares of the 2008-2012
periods’ market respectively.
ISL also forecast a total of $156 billion to be spent over this five-year
period, which equates to an average spend of $31.2 billion per annum
globally.

Table 4-1: Global Pipeline Length (km) by Market Segment 2003-2007
Segment
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007 2003 - 2007
3,877 3,986 3,744 4,511 4,316
Conventional
20,434
2,695 2,279 2,932 3,546 3,649
SURF
15,101
2,807 2,345 1,818 1,187
639
Trunk/Export Lines
8,796
Grand Total
9,379 8,610 8,494 9,244 8,604
44,332
Table 4-2: Global Pipeline Length (km) by Market Segment 2008-2012
Segment
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2008 - 2012
6,326
6,056
5,823
6,883
6,076
Conventional
31,163
3,892
4,694
4,805
4,904
4,598
SURF
22,892
886
3,419
5,141
4,682
5,227
Trunk/Export Lines
19,355
Grand Total
11,103 14,168 15,770 16,469 15,901
73,411

Trunk/ExportLines
26%
Conventional
43%

SURF
31%

Figure 4-3: Global Pipeline Length (km) by Market Segment 2003-2012

Figure 4-4: Global Pipeline Expenditure (US $m) by Market Segment
2003-2012
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gas from the fields in western Siberia (such as Yuzhno-Russkoye)
mainly will supply gas for export to Europe.
6.3

Major Project Case Studies

6.3.1

The Nord Stream (Formerly the Baltic Line)

The NEGP will run under the waters of the Baltic Sea from Portovaya
bay (near Vyborg) to the coast of Germany (near Greifswald). The plan
is to build two parallel gas pipeline legs each about 1,200 km long.
Total annual NEGP capacity will be 55 bcm. The pipeline will have a
spur to deliver gas to consumers in Sweden.
Features: The offshore section of the NEGP will start from a point with
a coastal compressor station, which will be built in the Portovaya bay
(near Vyborg in Russia’s Leningrad Region).
The offshore section of the gas pipeline from Vyborg to Greifswald will
be 1,200 km long, with 48 inches outer diameter and a 210 atm working
pressure. In the first stage, one leg with an annual capacity of about
27.5 bcm will be built. The project envisages laying a second pipeline,
which will raise the pipeline capacity twice, up to 55 bcm annually.
Estimated total investment in implementing the two-leg option project is
expected to exceed EUR 4 billion

Figure 6-1: The Nord Stream in the Baltic Sea 1

Background:
In September 2005, OAO Gazprom (Subsidiary of the Russian State
Gas company Gazprom), BASF AG and E.ON AG agreed to the
construction of the North European Gas Pipeline (NEGP) through the
Baltic Sea. The Baltic offshore pipeline is part of the proposed North
European Gas Pipeline (NEGP) network and is intended to supply
Russian gas to European energy markets. Once completed, Russian

To connect the NEGP to the United Gas Transmission System of
Russia, construction of the new Gryazovets-Vyborg pipeline via the
Vologda and St Petersburg regions is planned. Launching this gas
pipeline will help meet the growing gas demand in the St. Petersburg
region besides meeting European gas demand.
Current state of affairs: Work on the Russian onshore section in
Babayevo began in December 2005. This 56 inch segment will stretch
917 km and link existing Siberian gas pipelines to the NEGP project.
The first leg of the system is scheduled to start operations in 2012, after
a test phase in 2011.

1

Source: Infield EnergyGateway
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Online Database

www.infieldlive.com

Searchable Online Projects Database

The Infield Energy Analysts

Offshore Energy Database

Purchasers of the Global Perspectives
Pipelines & Control Lines Market Update will
receive 12 months’ free access to Pipelines
Online. Pipelines Online lists major control line
and pipeline projects being installed 2008 to
2012. Details about each project include:

Infield is an independent energy analysis and
research organisation that is dedicated to the
provision of accurate and up-to-date data,
market sector reports, mapping, analysis and
forecasts to the offshore oil and gas and marine industries. Infield services clients in over
40 countries from a wide range of organisations including E&P companies, contractors,
manufacturers, government agencies and the
financial community. Infield is widely acknowledged as the definitive independent information resource and has been involved in many
US$bn of merger, acquisition and transaction
market due diligence.

The Infield Worldwide Offshore Database
provides detailed and up to date information
about all offshore fields, worldwide. The earliest project on Infield is Bibi Eibat which came
on stream in 1923 in Azerbaijan. The furthest
ahead are decommissioning projects not expected to proceed for several decades.
Infield comprises 8,200 offshore fields in 127
countries, involving over 700 operators and
more than 1,100 participant companies. Infield
is updated daily so clients can expect to be
kept informed of new information as and when
it happens.

●
●
●
●
●

Operators
Project Name (Route)
Product / Type / Weight Coat
Length/Diameter
Lay Type / Vessel Type / Water Depth

Major projects include pipelines of 50Km in
length and over, pipelines of 16” diameter and
greater and 12.5Km in length and over. Major Other Global Perspectives Reports:
control line projects include projects of 25Km
in length and over.
● Deep & Ultra-deepwater Technologies &
Projects
● Deep & Ultra-deepwater Market Update
Subscriptions can be upgraded to include
other pipelines and control lines or other data ● Fixed Platforms Market Update
sets on the Infield Offshore Energy Database. ● Subsea Market Update
● Floating Production Market Update

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Fixed Platforms
Floating Production Systems
Subsea Trees, Manifolds/Templates
Rigid & Flexible Flowlines
Control Lines & Umbilicals
Single Point Moorings
Specialist Vessels
Field Operators & Ownership
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